Kit 0245
Piaggio Gen 2
Mirror Mounts
Installation - Remove the existing bar ends from the handlebars. The RhinoMoto mirror
mount assembly consists of the bar end body, the extension ring, the slider button, and
the M6 bolt running through all of the pieces. Install the mirror onto the body slid on as
far as it will go and tighten the mirror bracket per the manufacturer’s instructions. Place
the lock washer and then the flat washer onto the bolt and slide the bolt through the
button and body/mirror assembly. Slide the extension ring onto the body. Note that the
recesses in the ring are different sizes. The body goes into the smaller recess for a close
fit. While holding the ring onto the body, install the mirror mount assembly until the
body hits the threaded inserts at the ends of the bar. Tighten until snug enough to keep the
mirror in the desired position. If you are not satisfied with the position of the mirror
adjust it at this time. Once the mirrors are in position you can tighten the screws to
factory specifications. Check the throttle operation to ensure that the mirror mount
does not interfere with the throttle motion. Contact RhinoMoto and DO NOT
operate motorcycle if the throttle does not operate freely.
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Important – RhinoMoto bar end sliders are designed to provide an additional sliding
surface along with other slider products that you may be using. There is no way to
reliably predict what a motorcycle will do in a fall, so it is impossible to design a product
that will guarantee that it will prevent damage in all cases. RhinoMoto bar end sliders are
not designed to offer any protection to the rider in any circumstances and as such should
not be considered safety devices. RhinoMoto recommends that these products are to be
installed by a qualified mechanic. If you are unsure about your ability to correctly install
these sliders, obtain an RMA number from place of purchase and return them for a
refund.

Questions? Email us at info@rhinomoto.com
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